
There are so many beautiful ways that you can connect with nature!

Nature is known to bring people a sense of calm and peacefulness. Having a connection with

nature gives a different kind of appreciation and love for the world we live in.

1. Go on a Hike
Going on a hike brings about so many glorious experiences!

Walking supports physical activity, takes you to new places, connects you with nature;

animals, plants and trees, and shares the beauty of our world with children.

2. Go out in the Rain
There are safe rain showers that are so much fun to explore!

*if it is thundering please stay indoors

If it's just a little rain, get that rain gear on and explore! Jump in a puddle, look at the

worms, ask questions, what do gardens and plants look like when it's raining?!

Nature Experiences

3. Grow a Plant
Outdoors or a sunny spot inside!

Looking to grow something inside? Chop off the bottom of romaine lettuce, put in water and

watch it grow! Or snake plants are easy to take care of as a starter plant!Outside? Plant a baby

tomato and watch it grow!

4. Visit Water
Visit a lake, a stream or a pond!

Wildlife can be found within or near water, such as fish, ducks, birds and maybe even

a deer! A shallow stream can be a very exciting place to explore! Watch the ecosystem

below the water! What can you see?

5. Outdoor Sport
Get outside and have some fun!

Kick the ball around, play some baseball, throw a frisbee or shoot some baskets,

whatever your choice is get your body moving! Sharing an active sport with your child

outdoors is a great way to share a few laughs, connect with nature and share in an

active lifestyle.
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